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For Love Of Country An
Jake Owen earns his ninth No. 1 on Billboard's Country Airplay chart as "Made For You," released on Big Loud Records, lifts 2-1 in its 50th week on the list (dated May 8). It incr ...
Jake Owen's 'Made For You' Tops Country Airplay Chart: 'I Love Country Music … I'm Living a Dream'
"When you hear that sort of news about someone, it solidifies everything you feel for that person," Jenny Tolman tells PEOPLE ...
Left for Dead, Nashville Producer Dave Brainard Finds Love in the Arms of Singer Jenny Tolman
Sean Paul is enjoying everyday life and making extraordinary music. The Jamaican dancehall megastar, real name Sean Henriques, like most of the rest of the world is grounded in his home country of ...
For the love of my Country
There’s only one thing that beats a good country music marathon—and that’s one exclusive to country love songs. The genre certainly bares no shortage of gushy lyrics set to twangy, guitar ...
60 Best Country Love Songs of All Time
One of your neighbors posted in Community Corner. Click through to read what they have to say. (The views expressed in this post are the author’s own.) ...
Local Woman Combines Her Love for Country Décor and Storytelling
Filipinos are no strangers to K-dramas, with some people obsessing over them back when an entire series would need to be burned on a whopping 40 VCDs. Recently, K-drama has again taken the country by ...
For the love of K-drama: Here’s why K-content remains irresistible
The idea of moving to the country feels like a step in the wrong direction and is panicking me considerably. Already I am thinking, is a pied-à-terre remotely affordable? Is there some ...
I love the city; my wife the country. How do we both get what we want?
“They're living in a bubble, not wanted, my son is so wanted inside the front door of my house, but when he steps outside that front door - this country, that I love with my heart, my ...
'I love my country, but my country doesn't love my son' says Cork father of deaf child
From the Loretta Lynn and Crystal Gayle to the Brothers Osborne, and more, here's country's favorite brothers and sisters in song. Whether they’re harmonizing effortlessly, sharing similarly ...
Five Sets Of Country Music Siblings We Love
I love Ron because he reminds me that being an ... When freedom is the foundation of a country, leaving every individual to define what freedom means, respect and decency are imperative.
Dammit, I Love This Country So Much: Why Liberals Still Adore Ron Swanson
Jess Johnson, 30, a chartered surveyor, and Ben Mountain, 27, a gamekeeper, were married on October 31, 2020, at St Andrew’s Church, in Kirkby Malzeard, North Yorkshire To add to the frenzy and ...
Newlyweds share love of country life
One of the hardest things to do is to acknowledge that the thing you love isn’t just imperfect — it’s flawed. For me, that thing is country music. I’ve been a fan for as long as I can ...
As an Asian American, I don't look like the country music artists I love
The former United States Champion recently revealed in an interview that he is excited to visit one particular country. Speaking to WWE Now India, Riddle revealed that he would love to visit India.
"It will blow my mind" - Riddle names a country he would love to wrestle in
and it was all love that he's playing for the country." And who was on Clarkson's side when he finally donned that national tri-colors? Norwood, of course. Not only did Norwood take Clarkson under ...
How Kobe 9 Philippines deepened Jordan Clarkson's love for the country
Photo / Rebecca Ryan Young couples of today may never understand the romantic charm of the love letter, but it was the spark that ignited a 60-year marriage for one Weston couple. Ethel and John ...
Farmer's love letter beginning of 60-year romance
Icon Star Allu Arjun feels the success of Telugu cinema has been possible because of fans across the country who have showered love for films in the language. "I'd like to thank the audiences from ...
Allu Arjun thanks fans across the country for showering love for Telugu films
The local 29-year-old, an artist, was inspired to do something special and creative, to spread love and stop the spread of hate that’s been running rampant across the country. "With my autism ...
Metro Detroiter starts 'Let Your Heartshine' movement to spread love across country
The kind of ghosts that ask you to reconsider what you have. Next time I’ll bring a canoe for the trash and do a better job of loving. Country Diary is on Twitter at @gdncountrydiary ...
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